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It is a great honor to accept the position of representing the leaders and members of the thirty-three 

nations in Central America and South America as the chair of Cheoneuiwon, the legislative body of 

Cheon Il Guk. Therefore, I would like to first express my gratitude toward Heavenly Parent and our 

precious True Parents. After True Mother declared Foundation Day in 2013, she has led the world 

providence with her utmost investment on the seven-year course toward 2020 by traveling across all 

continents and oceans. Now, centering on True Parents, a new regional group structure and Cheoneuiwon 

structure have been launched on this first year of Vision 2027 for a heavenly, unified world, and they 

engender hope. 

 

True Parents personally led the movement in Central America and South America and even visited the 

small Caribbean islands several times. Along with North America, the Christian culture was at the core of 

Latin American civilization. However, Christianity is becoming secularized, being unaware of the 

direction of the history of the providence of restoration through indemnity. Therefore, Christians must 

come on board with the providential direction of Heavenly Parent's Holy Community. 

 

In preparation for the completion of Cheonwon Gung's construction in 2023, True Parents have launched 

the Cheoneuiwon structure and are establishing a system based on the ruling principles stated in the 

Cheon Il Guk Constitution. In accordance with their work, I will do my utmost. The Cheon Il Guk 

Constitution, which True Parents established long ago, is massive, comprising eleven chapters and eighty-

seven articles. In the future, as detail by-laws and rules become more diversified based on the 

constitution, this will become a system for the first establishment of an eternal Cheon Il Guk. 

 

As one who served as the joint chair of the Cheon Il Guk Constitution Establishment Committee, this new 

development is heart-warming indeed. I once more sincerely express my gratitude for True Mother's 

directives to restructure our international organization, a system that connects all leaders of the first, 

second and third-generation realms centered on our international headquarters, and to legislate all 

operational rules and thereby establish Cheon Il Guk's eternal grand design. 

 

Furthermore, to achieve one family under God centered on True Parents in a world where cultures, 

languages, and traditions are all different, and values all so varied and mixed, I believe that the work of 

having the Cheoneuiwon system, which is the most fundamental among constitutional organizations, is 

well established as the most important. Hence, the invigoration of the Cheoneuiwon system is a truly 

desirable and right step to take. I once more offer glory and gratitude to our True Parents of Heaven, 

Earth, and Humankind. Thank you. 

 


